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INCOME TAXATION IN PAKISTAN 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There is in Pakistan at present no up-to-date, 
precise, simple and comprehensive statement of the income 
tax system. What is available does not lend itself to easy 
analytical treatment by an economist interested in the 
problems of taxation in underdeveloped countries. For this 
reason, and as a necessary introduction to additional 
research work in this area, a survey of Pakistan's income 
tax system is attempted here. 
Such a survey would be useful for a number of 
reasons. 
a) Pakistan has inherited and developed a very 
elaborate and intricate body of income tax laws which 
needs to be analysed and presented in a systematic form. 
b) About one fifth of the central government tax 
revenue comes from income taxes. Moreover, income taxes 
are by far the most important of the direct taxes levied 
in Pakistan. No meaningful analysis of the overall tax 
systeir is possible without giving full consideration to the 
income taxes. 
c) Pakistan is one of the few underdeveloped 
countries which has a long experience in income taxation, 
the first income taxes having been levied in 1860. The 
current law is based on the Income Tax Act of 1922 of 
British India. It would be interesting to see how the 
British-influenced income taxes have fared in the relatively 
1/ 
short history of a newly established nation. 
d) There are important problems of analytical 
interest that are posed by the Pakistan income tax system. 
First, as indicated by the Taxation Enquiry Committee 
J_/ Having remained under British rule for about two 
centuries-, India gained independence and was partitioned 
into two sovereign states, India and Pakistan in August, 
1947. 
appointed in 1957 by the Government of Pakistan, income 
taxes have poor coverage of income-earners probably less 
than one percent '7, pp. 31? _/• It is desirable to 
have a closer examination of this coverage and to trace 
the actual and likely changes that occur with economic 
development. Second, it would be useful to know who pays 
income taxes in Pakistan, This could be a study of incidence 
by"occupational groups as well as by income classes with 
the available data, although there are some gaps in the 
available information. A further incidence analysis that 
can be carried out with the available information on both 
income taxes and other taxes is an inter-industry as well 
as inter-sectoral tax burden analysis. Third, one might 
ask: what role is being played by these direct taxes in 
Pakistan as a revenue-raising instrument? How responsive 
to economic development or to changes in the underlying 
economic base are the revenues from these taxes? One can 
attach primary importance to this question in view of the 
desirability to develop such instruments as are best capable 
of raising domestic resources for economic development as 
economic growth proceeds. Other questions that might be 
asked are: what prospects do income taxes have in becoming 
a major revenue instrument in the near future as the economy 
passes through a phase of intensive economic development? 
A study of the income tax system would assume an added 
significance if one foresees a larger role for this tax 
in the coming years, which is the likely possibility. It 
might also be asked: how effective arid efficient is the 
income tax administration here? In a meeting of the Karachi 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry held on April 24, 1965, 
the Finance Minister remarked that if tax evasion could 
be avoided, there would be no need of additional tax 
measures for the Third.Five Tear Plan (which 'began July 
1965). This seems to point to the large revenue potential 
of the existing income taxes in particular since these are 
the more important of the direct taxes where tax evasion is presum-
ably most rampant. There is also a need to carefully scrutinize the 
statutory rate structures of these taxes falling on both personal aj 
corporate incomes, the effective rates and the aspects of vertical 
and horizontal equities, the system of exemptions and the associatet 
structure of incentives and disincentives, and similar other aspect: 
of the tax system. The writer hopes subsequently to analyze several 
of these problems. 
The survey is organized in the following manner. General 
features of the income tax system covering the taxation of both 
personal and corporation incomes will be noted first. The two major 
divisions of the system, namely, the taxation of personal income anc 
corporation income will then be separately described. All this will 
1 / 
be presented in terms of the 1965-66 legal framework. This will 
be followed by a brief history of the evolution of the system 
containing a statement of the major changes in the tax law during 
the lifetime of Pakistan. Unless otherwise indicated, the basic 
sources for the survey are the Income Tax Act of 1922, as amended 
from time to time 11,12,16J and the annual Finance Acts as 
contained in the Budgets of the Central Government 1 5_7« 
2. GENERAL FEATURES 
2.1. Tax Authority and Revenue Allocation. 
Income taxes are levied by the central government. There is 
however, an arrangement to remit part of the revenue collection to 
the provincial governments. Different arrangements were adopted fron 
2/ 
time to time in the past. The present arrangement was adopted very 
recently on the basis of the recommendations of a Finance Commissior 
appointed by the Government of Pakistan. According to this, each 
province would receive 65 percent of the collections of "income tax" 
which can be attributed to it as its contribution. The provinces 
have no share, however, in the collections from "super tax" which is 
]_/ Fiscal years in Pakistan are split' calendar years which run 
from July 1 of the previous year to June 30 of the following year 
Until April 1, 1959, they ran from April 1 to March 31. 
2./ For these arrangements see £~7) pp.11-13_7« 
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also an income tax now being levied on corporations and a few other 
taxable entities. 
2.2. Income Taxes and Taxable Groups. 
2.2.1. Until 1959-60, Pakistan used to have as many as 
three kinds of income taxes.: a standard levy called "income tax" 
(which we will designate as normal income tax), a "super tax" and a 
"business profits tax". The "business profits tax" was introduced 
shortly before independence replacing in a way a pre-independence 
imposition called "excess profits tax". The latter tax was abolished 
in 1946, the former in 1.959. However, collections from these taxes 
continued to be made even after thty had been abolished and these 
collections were on assessments relating only to the incomes of 
earlier years when the taxes had been in force. At present the normal 
A 
income tax and super tax are levied. These taxes derive from the basic 
income tax legislation of 1922, as amended and supplemented by the 
annual finance .acts which establish the current rates of taxes and 1/ 
fix certain exemptions including rebates. 
The "business profits tax" was- levied on the profit incomes 
of trade, commercial and manufacturing activities with the exception o( 
of income of life insurance companies. With minor exceptions, the profits 
were determined in the same manner as for the purposes of the other 
income taxes. However, .a special "abatement" or deduction was allowed 
to determine the net taxable profits to be assessed at the existing 
tax rate. The abatement was usually Rs.100,000 or an amount equivalent 
to 6 percent of the capital cost, whichever was greater. The tax was 
applied at a flat rate of 16J- percent. With respect to new industrial 
'enterprises established after independence and coming up to a certain 
size of operation, a part of the profits equivalent to 5 percent of 
the capital cost which was exempt for purposes of "income tax" was 
J_/ In this survey, the terms "exemptions", "deductions" and 
"rebate" are used in the following senses. "Exemption" is used 
in a general sense to cover every case of income which goes un-
taxed in any form. "Deduction" is used to mean any amount which 
is deducted from receipts to arrive at net taxable income assess-
" able" at the going tax'rates. In" this sense,' a deduction may be 
an expense item like business deduction, or it may be an income 
item which is a particular case of income exemption. "Rebate" has 
been officially used in the context of income taxation to mean 
either of two things. First, it means exemption of part of income 
at the going tax rates where the rebate bears the same- proportion 
(cont: p. 5) • 
also exempt from the business profits tax. Beginning in April 1951, 
all such new industrial enterprises became completely exempt from 
this tax for the first five years of their operation. As a result 
the incidence of the tax has remained very partial since then. In 
1959 the tax was completely withdrawn. 
2.2,2. The broad assessable groups specifically identified 
by the law for income tax purposes include individuals, firms, corpoj 
tions, and other associations of persons. Firms that are partnership: 
can be "registered" with the income tax authorities, and when so 
registered, the individual partners of a firm are made liable to pay 
income tax on their individual, share of profits added to their other 
incomes while the firm itself is made liable to pay super tax on its 
total profits. In the case of unregistered firms, tax is levied on 
the firm itself and only on exceptional occasions are the individual 
partners of a non-registered partnership made liable. Corporations 
make a distinct group by themselves as they a'rd Subject to a set of 
income tax rates separate from the one applying to the remaining 
groups. 
2.3. Residence Status as a Liability Crlt,&ri_on 
2.3.1. It is not nationality but residence of the tax-payer, 
which determines his income tax liability in Pakistan.- Three grades 
of residence status are distinguished for individuals while, two are 
maintained for corporations, firms or other associations of persons. 
The former can be (i) "resident" in Pakistan, (ii) "resident but not 
ordinarily resident", and (iii) "non-resident". The latter can be 
either "resident" or "non-resident". The difference in tax liabilitie 
or taxable incomes of the tax payers, which is created by the residen 
status lies only in respect -of foreign incomes and not in respect of 
domestic incomes of the taxpayers. All taxpayers have to pay taxes 
on their incomes that have or are deemed to have arisen, accrued, or 
been received in Pakistan. Non-residents do not have to pay taxes on 
the part of their incomes that has not so arisen, accrued, or been 
(from pre-page) to total gross tax liability without the rebate , 
as the exempt income does to the total income without the exemp-
tion. The net tax liability after the rebate is payable. In the 
second sense, the rebate implies a reduction in the rate of tax 
at which tax is payable. 
received in Pakistan. Residents ai ? taxed on their total incomes,, 
Individuals who are resident but not trdinarily resident are not 
taxed on all of their foreign incomes. Only that part of their 
foreign incomes is taxed which arises from a business controlled in 
Pakistan* 
The income tax liabilities of non-residents except corpora-
tions may differ in another way from those of their resident counter-
parts. They are liable to pay income tax on their Pakistan income at 
the "maximum rate", that is at the rate of 30 percent or the rate at 
which a resident would pay on the same amount of income, whichever 
is the higher. Or, alternatively they may choose to be taxed as 
residents and pay tax on their Pakistan income at the rate applicable 
to•their total income, an option given on the first assessment, which 
once exercised becomes binding on all future assessments, 
2,3-2., How is the residence status of a taxpayer determined? 
An individual is considered resident in Pakistan for any tax assess-
ment year if he: 
i) has been in Pakistan in that year for an aggregate period 
amounting to at least 182 days, or 
ii) has maintained a residential house for at least 1$2 days 
and has been in Pakistan at any time during that year or 
iii) has stayed in Pakistan for at least 365 days during the 
four years preceding the assessment year and has been in Pakistan 
for any time during that year except on a casual visit. 
An individual is resident but not ordinarily resident in Pakistan 
in any year if he has not been resident in Pakistan in nine out of 
the ten years preceding that year, or if he has not stayed in 
Pakistan for more than two years during the seven preceding years, 
Partnerships or other associations of persons except corporations 
are resident in Pakistan unless the control and management of their 
affairs are wholly situated abroad', whereas incorporated companies 
are ...resident only, .if the control and management of their ..affairs 
are wholly situated within Pakistan. 
2.4. Avoidance .of Double Taxation • 
Pakistan has agreements wren several countries such as Inaia, 
the United Kingdom, the United States, West Germany, Switzerland, 
.Japna and Sweden to avoid double taxation of the incomes of the 
resident tax-payers. In cases involving countries with which no 
such agreements exist,. Pakistan affords unilateral relief up to the 
full amount of the foreign tax or the Pakistan tax, whichever is 
lower. 
2.5. Taxable Income Common to both Personal and 
Corporation Income Taxation 
The income tax law does not define "incomeS as such. 
However, the concept of income used for tax purposes broadly 
conforms to the usually accepted notion of income as found in 
economic text books. Tax is levied oh incomes from several speci-
fically mentioned sources: (i) salaries; (ii) interest on securities 
(iii) income from property; (ivj profits of a business, profession, 
or vocation; and (v) income from other sources, The last group 
includes cv.ch incomes as dividends, interest on bank deposits, 
ground rent on non-agricultural land,' rents or royalities from 
the lease of mining, fisheries, forests, and similar property, and 
commissions and fees of various types. 
However, several I-.inds of income remain completely exempt 
under the Pakistan tax law„ These are noted b.en:cc*3 
2.$.1. Incomes Totally Exempt, (a) Farm Incomes. 
By far the most important kind of income in Pakistan, agricul 
tural income, is not touched by the income tax law. Agricultural 
income is left under the tax jurisdiction of the provincial 
governments. 
"Agricultural income" is defined to include incomes derived 
from land cultivated or used for agriculture, or from processing 
of agricultural goods ordinarily employed by:a farmer. What cons-
titutes agriculture! income or non-agricultural income is not 
always explicit and has partly depended on custom and past cour
-unuei-preLcitioris in specific cases. Income from certain 
processes such as the gathering of forest products and fishing 
is not considered agricultural income. Income from dairy farming 
becomes agricultural income when the cattle are pastured but it 
is not agricultural income when they are wholly stall-fed. 
Agricultural income includes rent received from agricultural 
land, and buildings, remunerations for work done on lend, and 
dividends on investments in agriculture, A major part of the 
income from the processing of tea on tea plantations, roughly 
sixty percent, is agricultural income while the rest is regarded 
as non-agricultural income. 
(b) Casual Incomes. Casual and non-recurring incomes which 
do not arise out of any business, profession, vocation or 
occupation get exempted from income tax unless these receipts 
are by way of addition to other taxable income of an assessee. 
Incomes earned from lottery winnings, gambling or betting are 
included in this category. 
(c) Transfer Receipts. Transfer receipts as such are.not 
considered as taxable income. However, the subsequent flows of 
income received on the gifts of assets have become considered 
as taxable income beginning 1964-65. 
(d) Trust Incomes. Incomes of charitable and religious 
institutions applied solely to charitable or religious purposes 
for the general public are exempt. These institutions may derive 
incomes from voluntary contributions,from propoerty held under 
trust, or from business carried on as a subsidiary occupation 
by themselves or on their behalf by others. Income received in 
trust for certain provident funds is also exempt. 
(e) Incomes of Local Authorities. Income of local authori-
ties such as municipalities are exempt insofar as they are 
earned within the area of their jurisdictional limits. Thus 
incomes from a business or supply of services such rs 
electricity supply extending beyond the local authority's 
jurisdictional limits are taxable.. 
There still remain a variety of other exempted incomes 
which will be noted in the appropriate context of personal 
ana corporation taxes. 
1/ 
2.5^2. Taxable Income of Business. Business income is the 
main'category of income which is assessed either to personal 
income tax or corporation income tax depending on the organi-
zation of the business. Unlike personal incomes where no expense 
items are recognized, the characteristic of business income is 
that it is determined after deduction of certain expenses from 
gross business receipts. Business expenses constitute a large 
category of total business receipts and are open to abouse for 
tax purposes., 
Whereas general accounting and economic principles 
essentially underlie .the, determination of business net income, 
there are significant departures from this procedure in 
determining business net income for tax purposes. The tax law 
allows as deductions all the operating expenses which are 
strictly business expenses incurred during the accounting and 
tax assessment year. It also allows some items such as fees to 
business directors., bonus payments which may not be strictly 
business expenses, and it permits a liberal deduction that can 
be charged to depreciation. Moreover, some expense items which 
are not items of operating cost but items of Ccpital expenaiture 
also may be allowed as deductions from current income. The tax 
law, while, it lays down some general principles to permit 
business deductions, also takes care to enumerate most of these 
deductions. Major types of these deductions m£y be listed as 
follows: 
1_/ The description here ignores the special types of business 
such as life insurance and various fields of oil and mineral 
extraction where special procedures are adopted for determining 
taxable income. 
Business Deductions. Current or-operating costs of 
business allowed as deductible'.items for income tax.'purposes 
include (i) depreciation and obsolescence charges, (ii) . 
payments to la b our „ (iii) bonus payments, (iv)- brokerage 
and•commission charges, (v) fees and remunerations to:the 
managing agents and directors, (vi-) advertizing outlays, 
(vii) auditing a nd legal. charges , . (viiij.. travell.ing and•: 
entertainment expenses to a "reasonable" extent if incurred 
in the course Of business, (ix) material costs, (x) rent 
payments on hired business premises, (xi) interest payments on 
borrowed funds (excluding certain interest payments to non-
residents if no tax is paid on this'interest income behalf of the 
non-resident lenders), (xii) charges on insurance covering risk of 
damage of> destruction of fixed capital assets of business 
including Inventories, • - (x^ 'i) repair charges, 
; (xiv) bad and doubtful debts written off, end (xv) current 
expenses incurred for boaraing, conveyancehealth services, 
educi tion and other welfare for the employees insofar as the 
•••employees, are not charged for the services rendered. 
There are'two items of capita 1. expenditure which:need 
not be recovered gradually through depreciation, but are 
'allowed-full deductions * from current proiits to determine 
. net- taxable profits. These are : (1 ) expenditure-on-.;;.. 
scientific research related to. business including payments to 
••'•'educational. institutions for such purposes, m a (2)' expenditure 
incurred- on the construction of schools and hospitals for the 1/ 
business employees.- Investment in human capital including 
••expenditure incurred on the training of Pakistani citizens 
•abroad in connection with a scheme approved by the Government 
is also treated as current business deduction. -
.1/ While returns from such expenditure are unlikely to be 
'-• limited to just one'year, part of it may nevertheless 
be in the nrture of current expense. 
incomes from a.business or supply of services such as 
electricity supply extending beyond the local authority's 
jurisdictional limits are taxable.. 
There still remain a variety of other exempted incomes 
which will be noted in the appropriate context of personal 
ana corporation taxes. 1/ 
2.5*2. Taxable Income of Business. Business income is the 
main'category of income which is assessed either to personal 
income tax or corporation income tax depending on the organi-
zation of the-business. Unlike personal incomes where no expense 
items are recognized, the characteristic of business income is 
that it is determined after deduction of certain expenses from 
gross business receipts. Business expenses constitute a large 
category of total business receipts and are open to abouse for 
tax purposes.. 
Whereas general accounting and economic principles 
essentially underlie the. determination of business net income, 
there- are significant departures from this procedure in 
determining business net income for tax purposes. The tax law 
allows as deductions all the operating expenses which are 
strictly business expenses incurred during the accounting and 
tax assessment year. It also allows some items such as fees to 
business directors, bonus payments which may not be strictly 
business expenses, and it permits a liberal deduction that can 
be charged to depreciation. Moreover, some expense items which 
are not' items of operating cost but items of cepital expenaiture 
also may be allowed as deductions from current income. The tax 
law, while, it lays down some general principles to permit 
business deductions, also takes care to enumerate most of these 
deductions. Major types of these deductions mcy be listed as 
follows: 
1_/ The description here ignores the special types of business 
such as life insurance and various fields of oil and mineral 
extraction where special procedures are adopted for determining 
taxable income. 
Deductions to Property Income. Deductions allowed to 
income from house property are similar to business deductions 
and.cover (i) repair charges, subject to a maximum of one-
sixth' of the'gross income which is normally the fnnucl rental 
value of such property, (ii) rent payments on land tcken on 
lease on which the property stands, (iii) interest payments on 
borrowed funds used for the construction of such buildings, 
(iv) payments on insure'nee of property, (v) rent collection 
charges and legal charges to a m£ximUm of six percent of the 
gross income, and (vi) allowance for va a ncies of houses or 
for unrealized rent. Income from buildings used for business 
purposes is exempt since it is deducted from gross business 
profits to arrive at net business profits. 
2.6. Tax Treatment of Depreciation 
Depreciation allowances are allowed to physical cfpitfl 
assets owned by the assessee. These assets cover builaings, 
machinery, plant, motor cars and vrns, furniture, fnd office 
equipment (typewriters, calculators, etc.) utilized for the 
business activity during the assessment ye£r. Buildings include 
those used for housing employees where the quarters are provided 
rent-free. Depreciation is not allowable on.stocks and stores. 
A declining balance method of cclculating depreciation is 
used. This is a kind of accelerated depreciation used in many 
1/ 
countries— The valuation of assets-adopted for purposes of 
strtutory depreciation is the original cost of acquisition 
less depreciation allowances previously accorded. This is called 
the " written-down Vc'lue". The statutory depreciation accorded 
may not have any relation to what is actually written off in 
the assessee's accounts. 
1/ The declining balance method has come into wide use in 
European countries and hes recently been brought into 
use in the United States. 
If current profits are:', not sufficient to have the full 
amount offcurrent admissible depreciation allowances/realized,it is 
permissible to carry forward for realization against profits 
of future years for an Indefinite period of time the unrealized 
•part of' the allowance. 
Several statutory allowances on account of depreciation are 
provided as an avowed policy of encouraging productive activities 
using physical capital. There are normal, initial, additional, 
and extra-shift allowances which can be simultaneously enjoyed 
by a firm under certain circumstances. The i n i t i a 1 and additional 
allowances are intended'"to be temporary tax incentive measures. 
The additional allowances cease to' apply- to plant and machinery 
installed after June 30, 1965. However, these allowances will 
still continue to be available for sometime on the plant and 
machinery which were installed earlier than July 1965 but not so 
early as to enable them to have the allowances for a complete 
period, of five years. The initial allowances are officially 
declared to be available up to June 30> 1970, the end of the 
Third Five Year Plan period. 
The initial allowances are granted to buildings, plant and 
machinery not previously used in Pakistan, and off ice..equipment. 
Plant and machinery previously used in Pakistan, motor vehicles 
other than those plying for hire, and furniture and fittings are 
not entitled to these allowances. The initial allowances are 
once-and-for-all allowances available in the first year of 
commercial production or in the year of installation of the 
assets whichever is later. However, the unabsorbed allowances c 
can be carried forward into future years for an.indefinite period 
of time. 
The 'additional allowances are available, on plant and 
machinery m d other assets, except buildings, and except motor 
vehicles other than those plying on hire. They are available 
for the first five years of use of these assets. 
, The additional allowances are provided at the,, same rates 
as those specificied for the normal allowances. The rates of 
normal and initial depreciation allowances by major type of 
assets are as tabulated below: 
Table 1 . 
RATES OF DEPRECIATION ALLOWANCES 
(Percentages of written-down value) 
' Normal - Allowances ^Initial Allow-
Asset ' Rnage ' Avers ge T a.nces r t T 
Buildings other than 
factory buildings 2.5 - 7.5 5 15 
Factory buildings 5 - 15 10 15 
Machinery and plant 2.5 - 40b 10 25C 
Motor cars - 20d Nonee 
Motor lorries and 
buses — 25 e hone 
Furniture and fittings 6 - 9f 6 None 
Office equipment - 15 25 
a) The rate is 10 on buildings other than industrial and 
commercial buildings. The rate is 25 on residential 
builciings constructed to house .industrial labour with 
monthly wages below Rs. 400. 
b) Rates below 7 apply to very few cases. 
• c) The rate is 40 on ships. 
d) Cars with value per car exceeding Rs. 40,000 are not 
eligible for depreciation allowance in respect of the 
excess value. 
e) Motor vehicles plying on hire are entitled to the 
initial allowance at the rate of 25 percent. 
and the 9 
f) There are no rates between 6 and 9/percent rate applies 
only to furniture and fittings used in hotels and 
boarding houses. 
It should.be,noted that the initial and additional 
allowances are not.available to £ 11 enterprises. Since new 
undertakings in approved lines of industry are.granted complete 
tax exemption for a certain period, a tax holiday, these under-
takings "cannot takei advantage of these allowances when their 
tax holiday ends. 
' Extra-shift allowances are provided to plant and machinery 
used In multiple shifts. On double-shift use, these allowances 
are $0 percent of the normal allowances, end on triple-shift use, 
100 percentc If plant and machinery are not used for a complete 
year, the admissible depreciation allowances are determined 
according to--the portion of the year for which plant, and machinery 
have been utilized.. 
These various allowances enable most of the capital cost 
to be recovered within the "first few years. 
Where plant, machinery and buildings are scrapped, 
obsolescence allowance is provided to the full extent of the 
Written-down value less th6 scrap value. Where, however, the 
scrap value or the sale value exceeds the written-down value, the 
difference between the caLe value and,the written-down value is 
tree.ted in a special way. This difference up to the full extent 
...of-the -depreciation . allowances already received is ..treated as 
regular income subject to Income tax. If this difference exceeds 
the''amount of the previously received depreciation allowances, 
such excess receipts are treated as capital gains subject to 
capital gains tax, 
2.7- Loss Offset Provisions 
Losses from business, profession or vocation are allowed to 
be'offset against-current incomes from all sources* and where 
they,are not fully realized in this manner, they can be carried 
over to a maximum period of six yea.rs - to be. offset against only 
machinery and other assets, except buildings, and except motor 
vehicles other than those plying on hire. They are available 
for the first five years of use of these assets. 
The additional allowances are provided at the,, same rates 
as those specificied for the normal allowances. The rates of 
normal and initial depreciation allowances by major type of 
assets are as tabulated below: 
Table 1. 
RATES OF DEPRECIATION ALLOWANCES 
t (Percentages of written-down value) T Normal Allowances ^Initial Allow-
Asset ' Rnage T Avers ge T ances r r t. 
Buildings other than 
factory builaings 2.5 - 7.5 5 15 
Factory builaings 5 - 15 10 15 
Machinery a:nd plant 2.5 - 40b 10 25° 
Motor cars - 20d Nonee 
Motor lorries and 
buses - 25 e I\ione 
Furniture and fittings 6 - 9 f 6 None 
Office equipment - 15 25 
a) The rate is 10 on buildings other than industrial and 
commercial buildings. The rate is 25 on residential 
builaings constructed to house .industrial labour with 
monthly wages below Rs. 400. 
b) Rates below 7 apply to very few cases. 
•c) The rate is 40 on ships. 
d) Cars with value per car exceeding Rs. 40,000 are not 
eligible for depreciation allowance In respect of the 
excess value. 
e) Motor vehicles plying on hire are entitled to the 
initial a llowance at the rate of 25 percent. 
and the 9 
f) There are no rates between 6 and 9/percent rate applies 
only to furniture and fittings used in hotels and 
boarding houses. 
the incomes from the same business, profession or vocation. 
Losses from "speculative transactions" are not allowed to be 
offset against incomes from other sources but only against 
future profits from the Sc me source. The time limit for the 
carry-forward of losses does not apply to depreciation allowances 
which, as ilrefdy noted, can be carried forward indefinitely. 
.2.8. Exclusion for Local" Taxes 
Business and property incomes are subject to some provincifl 
and local taxes such as lend revenue, property taxes and other 
loca.l rates. The income tax 1l W allows these t£xes to be excluded 
from incomes to arrive at the-net taxable incomes. The principle 
adopted for allowing exclusion to these taxes is that they must 
not relate to the incomes or profits of the taxpaying unit 
concerned. 
2.9. Special Tax Treatment of'Capital Gains 
Capital gains are treated differently from other taxable 
incomes under the income t£x l£ w. Capitol gains-are tfxed more 
lightly than the other forms of income. 
For income tax purposes, capital gains do not include gains 
which arise in the exchange of immovable propoerty. The letter kind 
of g£ ins are subject to provincial taxation. The main category of 
assets on which capital gains or losses are deemed to arise are 
equity shares. 
Liability for income tqx on capital gains varies with the 
period of time for which the assets are held by the assessee. 
When the holding period is six months or less, capital go ins 
are treated as normal income end hence liable to the stme income 
taxes as other income. Capitol go ins qualify for special treatment 
in case the assets are held for a period exceeding six months. 
If the holding period lies between six months and five years, 
the tax is levied in the following manner: For individuals, 
two-thirds of the capital gains, subject to a minimum of 
Rs.10,000, are exempt and the balance'is to be added to the 
other income of the taxpayer and assessed at the appropriate 
income tax rate. For corporations and registered firms, capita 1 
gains are taxed at a reduced rate of 20 per cent. If the holding 
period is more than five years, the respective rates of tax as 
applied to individuals and corporations (including registered 
firms) are reduced to one-half of the rates as applicable in 
the above case. 
A somewhat different treatment is accorded to stock 
exchange dealers. The minimum holding period which enables 
them to get the tax advantage of capital gains is one year 
instead of six months. This provision has been introduced in 
1965-66. . . . 
Capital losses can be offset only against capital gains 
and they can be carried forward for offset purposes for six 
years, as in the case of bther business losses. 
3. TAXATION. OF PERSONAL INCOME 
3.1. The Tax-paying Unit 
.Personal income tax rates are applied to the incomes of 
indiviauals, partners of registered firms, unregistered firms, 
and certain associations of persons which are not assessed at 
the company tax-rates. Tax payers are required to disclose their 
incomes from-all sources even when their incomes from a parti-
cular source such as salary or interest on securities are subject 
to taxes that are withheld at the source. 
In a progressive system of personal income taxation such 
as exists in Pakistan and other countries, some analytical 
significa nee a ttaches to the concept of "tax-paying unit of a 
family1' used for taxation purposes, for the tax liability of a 
person, or of a. family may depend on the particular concept used. 
1/ 
In Pakistan the earning members of a fa,milyconstitute separate 
tax-paying units and they are assessed separately according to 
their respective earnings. Some exception is made with regard to 
joint Mindu^families- then.the family as a whole is the tax-paying 
unit and the total family income is assessed at the appropriate 
rate. 
The concept of the tax-paying unit used in Pa kista n has 
some side implications. All the admissible personal exemptions, 
•allowances, and rebates are available to the tax-paying unit and 
not to the family as such, or to-the individual members of a 
family as such unless they appear as separate ta.x-pa.ying units. 
Thus a family can have the advantage of one, two, or three times 
the various admissible'personal allowances, depending on the 
17 Tax-paying units under personal income taxation in a few 
developed countries are as'follows. In the United Kingdom, 
the family is treated as the tax-paying unit where the incomes 
of all the members of the family are pooled to be assessed 
at the appro pr ia.t e rate. In the United States husband and 
wife are separate tax-paying units with their total incomes 
equa.lly split for assessment. In Canada, husband ana wife are 
separate units with their incomes assessed according to thsir 
respective earnings. In France a family constitutes several 
units depending on its size a.nd appropriate rates are applied 
to the incomes equally split among them. 
number of the tax-prying income-'earners of the family. The size 
of the family is no considerstion for the- extent of allowances 
'admitted to a family. 'A married person receives virtually the 
same tax treatment as an unmarried person. 
3.2. . Taxable. Personal Income : Exemptions 
3.2.1. Personal Incomes Completely Exempt. Certain types of 
non-as.se.ssable personal Income, aside from the general types of 
non-assessable income already noted, include interest income from 
post office savings deposits and from investment in National 
Development Certificates floated by the Government, incomes of 
certa.in foreign officials working in Pakistan, and certain lump-
sum receipts such as receipts, from provident funds, from super-
annuation funds, and from insurance policies, unemployment 
compensations,. and receipts in commuta.tion of annuities or 
pensions, . Other lump sum receipts such a.s gratuities,... deferred 
annuities and commutations of pensions in compromise or reduction 
of salary are not exempt. Pensions, royalties from miningsleases 
or patent licenses have, usua lly been considered taxable.income. 
With regard to pensions, however, the government has, with effect 
from 1965-60, granted complete exemption for persons over sixty-
five years of age.. 
3.2.2 Personal,Exemptions. a) Basic Personal Exemption 
Limit. Personal. incomes not. exceeding a. certain minimum limit 
are.completely exempt from income tax. This limit at present 
stands at Rs. 6000* However, once incomes reach the taxable range, 
the total income, without the deduction for this basic exemption, 
becomes taxable. Thus a person with an annual income of Rs. 6001 is 
to be assessed at some rate on this whole income less the- per-
missible deductions while the person with one rupee less goes 
• Untouched. '." • 
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b) Personal Allowance. A straight personal deduction of 
Rs. 2000 is allowed on the income of every tax-paying income-
earner . 
c) Earned Incoem Relief. Differential tax treatments are 
1/ 
accorded to "earned incomes" and "unearned incomes" and to 
salary incomes and non-sala.ry earned incomes. Earned incomes are 
entitled to special deductions. A tax payer with non-salary 
earned incomes receives a deduction of 20 per cent of such 
incomes, subject to a maximum of Rs. 4000. Salary earners receive 
a deduction equivalent to 2$ percent of salary up to an income 
level of Rs. 20,000, plus 20 per cent of the excess of their 
incomes over Rs. 20,000, the total deduction so arrived at being 
subject to a maximum of Rs. 6000„ 
3.2.3. Exemption for Cha.rity. 
Donations to educational institutions, hospitals, 
calamity relief funds, or any other institutions established 
for charitable and religious purposes a.re tax-exempt up to a 
limited extent. At present tax payers can dona.te tax-free up to 
a maximum of 20 percent of their incomes. Until 1965-66, the 
exemption limit on this account had been 10 percent of income. 
As a consequence of the September 196$ war and continuing 
conflict with India, the Government of Pakistan has felt it 
necessary to raise additional resources to meet the defence 
needs of the country. Among other measures, an appeal has been 
made for liberal contributions to the National Defence Fund. 
By a post-budget declaration in late 1965, a tax incentive has 
been offered to the contributions to the Defence Fund. Such 
contributions, in full amount and without being limited in 
relation to .the- total incomes of the tax payers, will be-
exempted from income tax (including super tax where, relevant). 
T7 "Earned income" m'ea.ns income derived from personal exertion, 
such as income from business, salary, etc; while "unearned 
income" is income without such exertion, such as rent, 
interest and dividend" incomes. 
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government securities or bonds; and 
e) Investments in shares of the two PIDC'S - East 
and West Pakistan Industrial Development Corporations 
(government-sponsored, corporations engaged in 
industrial development). 
This group of exemptions also includes expenditure 
incurred on the purchase of books of professional or technics.1 
nature or of general utility. The general exemption limit for all 
these partially exempted items is 20 percent of income or Rs.12,00C 
whichever is lower. While subject to the same aggregate exemption 
limit of Rs. 12,000, premia on life insurance can get exemption 
up to 30 percent of the assessee's income. The 30 percent exemptio 
•is also available where 10 percent is invested on life insurance 
and 20 percent in other investments. With effect from 1965-66 an 
additional amount of Rs. 35000 can be exempted in case of 
investments in NIT Certificates and any other investments which 
may be notified by the government from time to time-. In the 
case of persons over forty-five 3'ears of age and those who are 
non-'insurable, the special exemption of 10 per cent of total income 
admissible for life'insurance can be received through investments 
in other fields. Investments in new share capital of industrial 
companies which are approved by the Government are eligible for 
this exemption for a transitional period only. The 1905-66 budget 
prescribes this period to end on June 30, 1970. 
,3.2.5 ChildrenTs Education Allowance. The law extends some 
exemption to lower-Income tax-payers on account of the education 
expenses defrayed on their children. Educational expenses of 
school-going children between the age of 5 to 21 years can be 
deducted up to a maximum of Rs. 900 from the incomes of assessees 
who have incomes below Rs. 25,000. 
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3.2.6. Special Allowances. Perquisites received in addition 
to regular salaries, such as, conveyance allowance, entertainment 
allowance and free housing accomodation are entitled to some 
special exemptions. Conveyance allowance is tax-exempt up to 
Rs. 2,400. Entertainment allowance is exempt up to Rs. 3,000 or 
10 percent of basic salary, whichever is higher. House rent 
allowance in cash payments is fully taxaole but freely provided 
housing accomodation is taxable only to the extent of either 
the rental value or 10 percent (12.5 percent In case of furnished 
accomodation) of the assessee's total 'income, whichever is lower. 
Thus if the rental value of a freS'ly •provided accomodation 
exceeds 10 or 12. 5 percent of- an assessee's income, this excess 
of his income goes untaxed. Some special allowances received by 
army personnel and: some other minor allowance items..,, and 
certain special types of p. ens ions are also exempt. ; 
3.2*7« Dividend Exclusion. Persons whose income consists 
at least partly of dividend income can : .have • a further portion 
of their income exempted or excluded from income tax. Dividend 
receipts out of corpora.te profits subject to normal corporation 
income taxes are exempt from personal income tax to the .extent of 
Rs. 3,000. The exclusion limit ha.s been raised from Rs. 2,000 
-by the 1965-^6 budget. Dividends are sometimes received put of 
carpital gains of corporations, which are not subject to the 
normal corporation income taxes. This special-kind dividend 
income • is completely exluded at the, personal level. 
The principle adopted for taxation of dividend Income at 
the shareholder level-is that this income is taxable at- the 
shareholder level only when it was-subject to. tax at the 
corporation level also. Thus dividend income received from 
1/ • . profits of ta.x-holiday •industries or from corporate-profits which 
1J For the meaning of "tax-holiday", see the section on 
corporation income taxation. 
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are tax exempt are also tax exempt for the shareholders. 
3.2.8. Exemptions to Property Owners. In Pakistan income 
from property, whther in kina from owner-occupied houses-where 
the imputed rental value is assessed - or in the form of actual 
rent payments realized from the tenanta is taxable income. Pro-
perty here virtually' means house property or "buildings a nd 
lands apurtena nt thereto". However, various specia.l exemptions, 
some on a temporary basis, are available to individuals having 
income from houses. 
House owners receive two kinds of exemption in respect of 
their income from own-occupied houses. First, the first RS.4J800 
of this income is exempt. Second, regardless of the amount of 
rea.l income enjoyed by an individual from his own-occupied house, 
the tax law considers the income from this source as equivalent 
to not more tha.n 10 percent of his total income. Thus income 
enjoyed in house a.ccomodation by the assessee In excess of 10 
percent of his tota.1 income goes exempted. 
A further exemption is extended to income from newly built 
houses as a matter of announced policy to encourage construction 
of residential buildings. This exemption is available to income 
from buildings constructed within a. specified time period which 
is scheduled to expire on June 30, 1970. For individuals the 
exempted part of the income amounts to the first Ks. 6,000 of the 
rental value from such houses. This exemption can be realised by 
an assessee for five years. Prior to 1965-66, it could be realized 
for three instea:d of five years. 
3.2.9. Concessions to Persons with Income from-Literary and 
Artistic Work. Remunerations received during a yea;r by a person, 
other than a: professional writer, journalist or artist, for 
occasional literary or artistic work are tax-exempt to the extent 
of the first Rs. 1,000. The incomes of a.uthors, except royalties, 
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qualify for complete exemption if they relate to such work 
of a "creative nature" as may be approved by the income tax 
authorities. Lump sum incomes earned on pieces of work 
involving more than a year are allowed to be spread .over up 
to three years for tax purposes. 
3.2.10. Exemptions as Export Incentives. For the first 
time an export-incentive feature was incorpora.ted in the income 
tax law. by the Finance Act, 1963. This may be a ra.re example of 
incentive provided through airect taxation. 
The exemptions provided are in the form of a tax rebate. 
Inaiviaua.l exporters who are not manufacturers receive a tax 
rebate in respect of their export earnings to the extent of 
10 percent of the ta.x attributable to export sales at the normal 
income tax rates. Exporters, being manufacturers themselves, 
receive tax rebates on export sales if export sales exceed 10 
percent of their total sales. The rebate is 10 percent of the 
tax attributable to export sales if. export sa.les fall between 
10 percent a.nd 20 percent of the total sales, 15 percent in case 
of export sales between 20 and 30 percent, and 20 percent where 
export sales exceed 30 percent of the total sales.. These con-
cessions, however, do not apply to the traditional exports of 
tea, raw, cotton, raw jute and jute manufactures. 
With effect from 1964-65, the government has extended 
a similar concession to income remittances by Pa.kistani 
professiona.l and consulting firms and enterprises working or 
operating abroad. The concession is a tax rebate of 15 percent 
of the total tax liability in respect of such remittances. 
3.2.11. Exemptions for Foreign Technicians•. AS an announced 
policy of encouraging the import of foreign skills and technical 
knowledge, the law permits;,complete income tax exemption to 
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incomes of foreign technicians and teachers for certain periods 
of time. Foreign technicians enjoy the exemption for three years, 
and foreign teachers, for two years. A foreign technician can 
earn income tax-free for five years when his employing agency pays 
income tax on his behalf. 
3.2.12. Exemption to the Foreign Lender. Interest income 
earned by foreign lenders on government approved loans to 
Pakista.ni enterprises is also exempt from income tax, an 
incentive provided to lending by foreigners. 
3.2.13. Concluding Remarks. To all these exemptions must 
be added genera.1 deductions and exemptions available to both 
personal and corporate incomes. The total picture that emerges 
shows that a substantial amount of personal income is exempted 
by the Pa.kista.n income tax law, thereby eroding the effective 
tax ba.se into a very narrow one. 
3.3. The Rate Structure. 
As is to be expected of the personal income ta.x system of 
any country where such a. system has been introduced, Pakistan, 
in line with the British tradition, has maintained a. progressive 
system of personal income taxation. Pakista n ha d very high 
marginal rates in the earlier years. The highest marginal ra.tes 
have been modified in the recent past and modified further in 
1965-60. Before 1959 two sets of rates, normal income tax rates 
and super tax rates, were superimposed on each other, the super 
ta.x rates starting at a fairly high income point. Since 1959 a 
simplified and integrated rate structure has been maintained. 
The tax rates are applied to the net ta.xa.ble incomes that are 
determined after the deduction of the various admissible 
exemptions as outlined above. 
The ta.x liability in each individual case is determined 




chart, the present rate structure of personal income tax in 
Pakistan is not steeply progressive except Tor the taxable 
incomes upto Rs. 10,000. The avera.ge rate asymptotically 
approaches the top marginal rate of 70 percent as oneTs 
-taxable--income- rises a.bove-Rs. 60,000. There is- a b-i-g sprea cl 
between the marginal ra.te and the average rate except for the 
very low and extremely high taxaole income's, at the ta.xa.ble 
income level of "Rs. 30,000 where the marginal rate is 50 
percent, the average rate is only about 24'. 5 percent, at 
Rs. 40,000 of ta.xable income where the marginal r; te is 
60 percent, the 'average r;te is only about 31 percent; ana 
at the income level of Rs. 60,000 where the top marginal 
rate of 70 percent starts, the average rate is only about 40.5 
percent. The average tax rate does not reach the fifty percent 
mark until the'taxable income reaches, about Rs. 90,000. Taxes 
at the sixty percent average rate would be paid by extremely 
wealthy people in Pakistan with taxable incomes near two 
hundred thousa.nd rupees. 
Note that this, does not give a. complete, idea, of the 
progressivity of Pakistan's personal income tax. The tax 
rates relate to taxable incomes and not to persona.l incomes 
before the deduction of various exemptions. The scale of 
progression would be modified if one worked out the effective 
tc'x rates as related to gross ta.xable incomes. This would be 
a more correct wa.y of looking at the "progressivity" question. 
This, will be the subject of a later analysis. 
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4. TAXATION OF COiiPOitAl'E INCOME 
This survey considers s corporation to be synonymous 
with what constitutes a "company1" for income tax purposes in 
Pakistan. "Compa ny" tax rates are also applied to taxable 
incomes, il a.ny, of local authorities ana of certain special 
cases where income tax is to be chargeu the maximum ra.te. The 
tax law also allows co-operatives to be assessed either at 
the personal income tax rates or at "company" tax rates 
1/ 
according to their option. Corporation income taxes include 
taxes on all these entities, which a.re levied at the "company" 
ra tes. 
4..1 . The Definition of a "Company" 
Any two or more persons (shareholders) can form a 
"company". Two or more persons holding shares jointly are 
trea.ted as a. single person. The present legal definition of 
a "company" for income tax purposes wa.s adopted in 1957. A 
"Company" is defined z.s (i) a.ny organisation registered in 
Pakistan under the Companies Act, 1913 /~16_"7 , or (ii) an 
orga.niza tion formed in pursuance of a:n act of Parliament; 
and is defined to include (iii) a provincial government; and 
(iv) any foreign association, whether incorporated or not, 
which is decla.red to be l, compnay by the income tax authority. 
4.2. Distinction between Private and Public Companies 
The tax law maintains an important distinction between 
priva.te and public companies. The tendency has been to give a 
more favours.ble tax treatment to public companies. 
]_/ Corporations face two kinds of income tax levies: "income 
ts.x" ana super tax. The super ts.x alone on "companies" is 
sometimes mentioned as "Corporation tax". Such a use of a 
term can be misleading. Corporation income taxes unaer 
discussion here include both the so-called "income tax" 
snd the super tax levied on corporstions. 
A sharply restrictive definition of a. "public company" 
was adopted in 1963 er.iboo.ying the Government's policy objective 
of spreading the control and ownership of these companies. A 
company may become a public company when a.t lea st forty per 
cent of its shares are held by the government, or-when shares 
representing a.t lea.st he If of its total voting power are held 
by not less than twenty persons exclusive of specified relatives. 
The 1965-66 budget further specifies tha.t the shares held by 
foreign companies a re not to be , included in determining 
whether r company is a public.one. 
A compa.ny remains a private company so long as it does 
not meet the above-mentioned requirements. One speGia.l restric-
tion imposed on a. private company is that it cannot have more 
than fifty persons on the roll of its shareholders while, as 
already noted, the minimum required number of members is only 
two. 
4.3. Ta.xa.ble Income of Corporations 
In certain ways the gross taxa.ble income of an r'neor-
pora ted compa.ny may differ from the gross taxable income of 
an unincorpora ted firm. The differences lie chiofly in the 
matter of treatment of two special groups of corporate incomes 
or funds: inter corpora te dividend income and '''bonus shares". 
Both these items of corporate income or fund are treated as 
separate ca.tegories of taxa.Dle income, like capital gains, 
suhject to lenient ta.x treatments. Bonus shares are a. corpora.te 
fund, trea.ted as income, out of a. company's accumulated reserves, 
which are declared in the form of bonus or additicna 1 sha.res for 
the company's shareholders. In determining the net income a.iter 
the deduction of allowable (business) expenses, a. further 
departure from the .genera.1 pra ctice is made in the ca se of 
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corporations. In order to put a curb on the tendency of companies 
to provide lavish perquisites and other benefits in addition to 
regular salary payments to their directors a.no other employees, 
the ta.x la w, with effect from July 19^3, allows these special 
remunerations as deduction from corpurate incomes to the limited 
extent of 75 per cent of regular sala.ry or Rs. 30,000 in each 
individual case, whichever is lower. This restriction does not 
a.pply to foreign technicians whose incomes are tax-exempt. 
Corporations are not eligible to receive most of the tax 
exemptions available to persons or firms assessed at personal 
income tax rates. Corporations are, however, entitled to special 
types of exemptions on various considerations. Most of these 
exemptions a.re by way of reba. tes for super tax in the form of 
reductions in the ra:te of super tax. The special exemptions 
available to corporations are noted below. 
' 4.3.1. Exemption for Cha.rity. Corpora.tions receive an 
exemption for cha.rity similar to the one received by those 
assessed at persona.1 income tax ra.tes. There is, however, one 
very important difference in the extent of the exemption 
a.va.ila.ble to corporations. Corporations can get 20 per cent of 
their incomes exempted from norma.1 income tax, not from super 
tax. However, according to a (late 19^5) declaration, the 
contributions to the National Defence Fund will be tota.lly 
exempt ..from both norma l income ta.x a nd super tax. 
4.3.2. Tax Holloa y for Industrial Corporations. 
A major tax concession is the corporate income tax holiday 
provided to new "approved" industrial under-takings. The tax 
holiday includes complete exemption of profits from income 
tax for a certain initial period, which began applying to 
the profits of industrial enterprises established after April 
1959, and from 19o0 became applicable also to the profits earned 
in new identifiable industrial units or processes in old enter-
prises. The concession is designed to be.a.temporary incentive to new' 
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industrial units in the current phase of Pakistan's economic 
development. It is also a major tax incentive offered foreign 
companies for investment in Pakistan. The concession will, unless 
there is a legal extension of the period of applicability of the 
provision, cease on June 30, 1970, which means that this 
concession will be available only to industrial units established 
before that date. Concessions may extend for a certain period 
beyond this date for going concerns, but will not be available 
to industrial units set up after this date. 
A differential set of tax holidays is provided to influence 
the regional location of industrial enterprises. Applying to 
industrial undertakings established prior to July 1964, tax 
holiday periods amount to four years, six years and eight years 
depending on the geographical areas in which the industries are 
located. The differentials are in favour of the industrially 
more backward regions of Pakistan. The regions are: (i) those 
eligible for the four-year holiday namely, the built-up metro-
politan areas in West Pakistan, namely, Karachi, Lahore, Rawal-
pindi, Lyallpur, Gujranwala, Multan, Nowshera, Mardan, Jhelum, 
Sialkot, Sukkur and Hyderabad; (ii) those eligible for the six-
year holiday namely, the cities of Dacca, Narayanganj, Chittagong 
and Khulna and the areas within a radius of ten miles of the 
municipal limits of these cities in Last Pakistan, and the 
remaining parts of Viest Pakistan after excluding the areas 
eligible for the four-year and eight-year holidays; (iii) those 
eligible for the eight-year holiday, namely, all of East Pakistan 
except the areas mentioned in (ii) and certain underdeveloped 
areas in the north-west part of West Pakistan. The budget of 
1964-65 revised the set of holidays into two, four and six years 
respectively in place of four, six and eight years leaving their 
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distribution unchanged. This new set of holidays applies to 
industrial units being installed after June 1964. 
For industries to be approved for the tax holiday privi-
lege, a major stress was laid upon the requirement that they 
should be based primarily on indigenous raw materials. This 
condition was relaxed during 1964-65 to considerably enlarge 
the scope of the industries eligible for tax-holiday. 
Industrial corporations can take advantage of the tax holiday 
privilege after satisfying a number of conditions which at 
present are the following:-
i) The industry should be a primary user of indigenous 
raw materials. Or it should be one requiring special technical 
knowledge or large risks or one that has appreciable export 
potential or contribution to agricultural development. 
ii) The industrial corporation should have a minimum 
paid-up capital of Rs. 50,000. 
iii) It should be ready to reinvest at least sixty 
per cent of its profits in the same business or in other 
industries which are found listed in the Industrial Investment 
Schedules issued by the Government from time to time. 
4.3.3. Rebates of Super Tax. Incorporated comp nies 
or units of an individual company that do not enjoy complete 
income tax exemption by way of the tax holiday provision can 
receive partial but subtantial exemption by way of rebates of 
super tax on various counts. The rebates are available in the 
form of reductions in the super tax rate. An exemption in the 
form of a certain rate reduction necessarily denotes exemption 
of a higher percentage of income than the absolute figure rof 
drop in the tax rate so long as the tax rate to start with is 
not one hundred per cent amounting to confiscation of all income. 
Thus where corporate income is subject to an aggregate pre-
rebate tax rate of 50 per cent, a reduction in the tax rate by 
5 per cent, would imply exemption of 10 per cent of 
income at the pre-rebate tax rate of 50 per cent.. At a rebate 
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rate of 10 per cent, 20 per cent of income gets exempted 
at the pre-rebate tax rate of 50 per cent. The lower the pre-
rebate tax rate, the higher the percentage of income that can 
get exempted at the before-rebate tax rate even though the 
rebate rate'is the same. The following rebates are available to 
corporations at present. 
(i) Rebate to Smaller Companies. A rebate of 5 percent 
is-provided to smaller companies with incomes up to Rs.50,000 
in the case of non-industrial companies and with incomes up to 
Rs.100,000 in the case of industrial companies. The income 
limits were raised from Rs.25,000 and Rs.50,000 respectively 
during the present budget year 1965-66. 
(ii) Rebate for Exports. Manufacturing companies which 
directly export their goods abroad receive the same rebates on 
their export sales as individual firms: 10 per cent when export 
sales lie between 10 and 20 per cent of their total sales, 15 
per cent with export sales between 20 and 30 per cent, and 20 
per cent with exports exceeding 30 per cent. An exporting 
company that does not itself manufacture the exportaba.es would 
receive a rebate of 15 per cent on export sales, as against 10 
per cent received by individual exporters. These concessions 
do not apply to the same traditional exports as were mentioned 
in the context of personal taxation. As in the case of individu-
als, corporations can also have a rebate of 15 per cent on 
income received from abroad. 
(iii) Rebate to Public Corporations. A company would 
receive a special rebate of 10 per cent if it is a publici. 
company as defined earlier. This tax differential between 
public and private companies was raised from a rebate of 
5 per cent in the 1965-66 budget to provide further incentive 
to the formation of public companies. By a post-budget 
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post budget declaration in late 1965, a rebate of 5 percent 
has been made available to private companies which undertake to 
convert themselves into public companies by June 30, 1970. 
(iv) Rebate to Companies Declaring Dividends in Pakistan. 
A rebate of 10 percent is available to companies declaring 
dividends in Pakistan. 
4-3.4. Special Concessions to Particular Industries. 
Special tax concessions are extended to mining 
companies and housing estates or companies engaged in the 
construction of residential buildings. 
Concessions to Mining Companies. A wide range of mineral 
extraction activities are approved by the government for 
special tax treatment. Mining industries are divided into two 
groups which receive somewhat different treatments. One group 
consists of industries engage d in the exploration and production 
of pertroleum oil and natural gas. The remaining mineral 
deposits comprise the other group. 
The concessions provided to the first group rrovide for 
an equal division of the profits•between the government and 
the undertaking companies. The concessions allowed are (i) 
complete loss offset privilege in case of unsuccssful exploratory 
activities, (ii) allowing as current deduction all expenditure 
incurred prior to the commencement of commercial production 
excluding expenditure on acquiring physical assets, (iii) full 
cost offset privilege if admissible current deductions exceed 
gross receipts from sale, and (iv) a depletion allowance at the 
rate of 15 percent of gross receipts representing the "well-
head" value of the production, subject to a maximum of 50 per 
cent of the gross income. 
Other raining industries which r.re in the second group 
can take advantage of the tax holiday provisions or instead 
choose to enjoy a number of other concessions. These concessions 
are (i) carry-forward provision for pre-production expenditure 
up to a maximum period of ten years of commercial production, 
(ii) treatment of all expenditure including expenditure on 
physical assets as current cost duduction, (iii) a depletion 
allowance to the extent of 1 5 per cent of the total income or 
50 per cent of the ca.pita.l employed, whichever is less, subject 
to the condition that such a.llowance would be credited to a 
reserve account to be utilized for the development and expansion 
of such undertaking, and (iv) if the minera.l in question is also 
"refined11 or "concentrated" in Pa.kista.n, exemption from income 
tax of the profits of such refining undertakings up to 5 p^r cent 
of the capita.1 employed over the first five years of commercial 
production. In addition, beginning 1964-65 , these second group 
mining companies receive a.n additional concession, viz., a tax 
rebate of 10 per cent. 
Concessions to Housing Estates. A six-year ta.x noliday 
is provided to compa.nies enga.ged in the construction of buildings. 
The concession was first introduced and applied to buildings 
erected a.fter June 30, 1961, and is scheduled to expire after 
June 30, 1970, The tax holiday is a.vailable to a company tha.t 
has a housing estate composed of either at lea.st one hundred 
ordinary housing units with monthly renta.l va.lues va.rying 
between maximums of Rs. 25 and Rs. 75 according to accommodation 
specifications, or a;t lea.st twenty five bungalows, or flats with 
c'.nnusl renta.l va.lues not exceeding 7-5 per cent of the total 
cost or Rs. 500 per month, whichever is less. 
Besides these tax concessions to mining industries and 
housing estates, some concessions are also given to life insu-
rance companies ana certain development institutions. 
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4.4- Rates of Corporation Income Taxes 
The basic aggregate tax rate at which corporate 
incomes excluding certain types of incomes are presently 
assessed is' 60 per cent, of which 30 per cent represents 
the normal income tax rate and 30 percent is the super ta.x 
ra.te. The special types of corporate incomes which are 
assessable at different rates include capital gains, 
dividend income received from other corporations and bonus 
shares. We have already looked at the wa.y capital ga.ins of 
corporations are assessed.' Inter corpora.te dividend incomes 
are assessed at the ra te of 1 5 per cent where the assessee 
or the receiving corpora.tion is a public company and at the 
ra.te of 20 per cent where the assessee is a private company. 
Bonus shares, as defined previously, a.re assessable at the 
ra.te of 12.5 percent. Bonus shares of c company issued 
during its tax holiday period were tax-exempt until 1964-65. 
. A loca.l a.uthority is assessed at an aggregate rate 
of 42.5 per cent, of which 30 per cent is the normal income 
tax rate and 12.5 per cent the super tax rate. 
Because of one or a.nother of the various reba.tes of 
super tax allowed, a. compa.ny is virtually assessed at a 
considera.bly lower rate than the basic rate. The aggregate 
rate is 50 per cent in the ca.se of companies which do not 
declare dividends outside Pakista.n and this rate is slashed 
down to 40 per cent for such companies a.s are at the sa.rne 
time public companies. 
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5. OTHER SPECIAL TREATMENT AREAS: REGISTERED FIRM 
In addition .to, corporations .proper..ajio. taxable* entities 
that are assessed at the personal income tax rates, there are 
certain special taxa.ble entities, the most important of which 
is the registered firm. As mentioned already, the registered 
firm by itself is not subject to.the normal income tax rates. 
The partners of a registered firm are individually responsible 
for income tax payments on their shares of profits from this 
firm. The firm, however, is made liable to pay super ta.x on 
its total income. A graduated rate structure on a slab basis is 
a.pplied - which is as follows. 
Table 4 
T Total income 1 
Slab of taxable ' at the end 1 Super tax rate applying to 
income (Rs.) ? of the slab ' the slab of income (percent) t t 
On first 12,000 12,000 Zero 
-On next: 18,000 " 30,000 5 : 
30,000 60.000 10 
40,000 100,000 20 • 
On the ba. 
of tota 
la.nce 
1 income - 30 
"Sira.j" 
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6. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE INCOME TAX SYSTEM 
We ha e outlined above the present income tax'system of 
Pakistan. The present system is the culmination of numereus his-
torical changes in the tax law. Since we will concern ourselves 
with income taxation during the post-independence period, we present 
below a historical survey of the system covering this period. In 
this survey, mainly those aspects of the tax law will be covered 
which principally differed from the present system. However, cer-
tain aspects of very recent origin and others which have experien-
ced no change have already been mentioned. These latter aspects 
will not be repeated here unless it is thought necessary to do so 
to maintain the link to the present. 
6.1. General Features 
6.1.1. Business Deductions. In the matter of business 
deductions for income tax purposes certain differences in the tax 
treatment were periodically introduced. These are as follows. 
(1) The business profits tax, the additional levy which 
had been in force during 1947-19.59, was, except in the last year 
195^-59, treated as a business deduction in determining taxable 
income for the normal income and super taxes. 
(2) The expenditure incurred by business on the training 
of Pakistani citizens abroad in connection with a scheme approved 
by the Government began to be treated as a business expense with 
effect from the assessment year 1952-53. 
(3) Capital expenditure incurred on scientific research 
•related to business became a current deductible expense with effect 
from the assessment year 1954-55. Previously such expenditure 
could bo spread over a period of five years for deduction purposes. 
(4) Capital expenditure incurred by business on the con-
struction and maintenance of educational institutions and hospitals 
for the business employees began to be allowed as a current deduc-
tion from the assessment year 1954-55. 
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(5) During the earlier years, that is, before 1955-56, the 
initial depreciation allowance was not taken into account to deter-
mine the written-down value of depreciable assets for purposes of 
calculating depreciation allowances for the subsequent periods, 
except for the last period when the terminal allowance was to be 
determined. From 1955-56 the initial depreciation allowance became 
•deductible from the acquisition cost of capital to determine all 
subsequent written-down value of capital. With effect from the 
same time the rate of the allowance in the case of machinery and 
plant was brought from 20 percent up to the present rate of 25 per 
cent. The presently available initial allowance in the case of 
residential buildings constructed for industrial labourers was in-
troduced in 1954-55. 
During 1962-63 a non-deductible development allowance was 
granted to industrial enterprises not covered by the tax holiday, in 
substitution for the initial and additional depreciation allowances. 
The new allowance was mads admissible on plant and machinery ins-
talled after June 1962 at the rate of 20 percent of the cost of 
such plant and machinery „ This allowance, which enabled.industrial 
profits to go tax exempt up to 120 percent of the. caplta-l. ;:cost 
of plant- and ma-ohinery, was however, discontinued from the; very 
next year. 
6.1.2. Tax Treatment of Capital Gains. Capital gains were 
subject to tax during the first two years after independence. During 
this period capital gains were assessed in the following way.. In 
the case of individuals and non-corporate firms, capital gains were 
subject to a graduated tax with gains not exceeding Rs.15,000 com-
pletely exempted. Tax rates varying from 6.25 percent to 31.25 per-
cent were applied to capital gains exceeding Rs.15,000. The bottom 
rate was applied to gains between Rs.15,000 and Rs.50,000 and the 
top rate to gains exceeding Rs-. 1,000,000. In the case of corpora-
tions, capital gains were assessed at the corporate income tax rate, 
which was then 31,25 percent. 
Capital gains remained tax-exempt during the next fourteen 
years, 1949-50 through 1962-63- When their taxation was resumed in 
1963-64, capital gains became assessable in the following way. In 
the case of corporations and registered firms, the tax was payable 
at a rate of 20 percent. In other cases, an amount, equivalent to 
two-thirds of the capital gains(but subject to a minimum of Rs. 
10,000), was exempt and the balance was required to be added to the 
other incomes of the taxpayer and assessed at the appropriate per-
sonal income tax rate. This system of assessment was changed to the 
present system in the following year. 
6.2. Taxation of Personal Income 
The nature and extent of various personal exemptions varied 
from time to tire thereby affecting personal incomes assessed for 
income tax purposes. The year 1959 marks an important dividing line 
in the matter of treatment of various exemptions in two substantial 
ways. First, before the fiscal year 1959-60, individuals were sub-
ject to two rate structures under normal income tax and super tax; 
beginning 1959-60, they became subject to a combined rate structure. 
Second, before 1959-60, most exemptions applied to the ncrmal income 
tax only, and were given in the form of rebates. Since 1959-60, all 
exempt incomes except the basic personal exemption limit have been 
treated as deductions from total income, and the rate of tax has 
been applied to the net income after the deductions. 
6.2.1. Basic Personal Exemption Limt. The personal tax 
exemption limit has undergone several changes in the past and was 
gradually raised after independence. Before independence, the limit 
usually tood at Rs.2,000, At independence, it was fixed at 
Rs.2,500. Thereafter it was increased to Rs.3,000 in 1949-50, 
Rs.3,600 in 1952-53, Rs.4,200 in 1954-55, Rs.5,000 in 1957-58 and 
to the present level of Rs.6,000 in 1959-60. The exemption has 
never been treated as a deduction from total income (i.e. in the 
case of income larger than the limit itself) to determine net income 
for assessment at the prevailing tax rate. The limit served only 
to demarcate income-earners with incomes below ana above the limit 

re^axable in special cases of donations such as contributions to the 
Quaid-e-Azam Memorial Fund. In 1959-60, while the same percentage 
limit "was retained, the upper absolute limit was withdrawn and the 
charitable contributions became a straight deductible item from total 
income. Small donations also became eligible for deduction. In or-
der to provide further tax inducement to charity, this year's (1965-
66) bud ,et has doubled the percentage limit for charitable deduction. 
6.2.5. Exemptions to Encourage Personal Saving. Before 
1951-52, personal savings to the maximum extent of one-sixth of total 
income or Rs. 6,000, whichever was the lower, were entitled to normal 
income tax, but not super tax, rebates. However, the forms of per-
sonal savings recognized for purposes of the tax exemption consisted 
only in the contributions to recognised provident and old-age funds 
and the premium payments on life insurance policies. In 1951-52, the 
purchase of shares of domestic public companies began to receive tax 
exemption on a limited scale. 
JJ The exemption in this particular case 
was from both normal income tax and super tax, whereas the other forms 
of savings continued to be (partially) ..exempt from normal income tax 
alone. In 1951-52, 25 percent of personal Investment in such shares, 
subject to a maximum of 10 percent of the total income of the invest . 
tor was tax-exempt. The year following, the entire amount of invest-
ment on the purchase of the specified shares, subject only to the 
same percentage limit of total income, became tax-exempt. Beginning 
in 1953-54, the savings exemption limit for this particular form of 
savings was raised from 10 percent of total income to 20 percent of 
the first Rs.100,000 of income plus 10 percent of the remainder of 
total income. In the same year, exemption was extended to another 
new form of savings, namely, purchase of Government securities and 
Post Office Savings Certificates but this extension was limited to 
small income-earners with incomes not above Rs.25,000, For this 
group of tax-payers, the savings exemption limit for the aggregrate 
of investments in the purchase of company shares, Government Securi-
ties, and Post Office Savings Certificates was fixed at 20.percent 
of total income. Savings in other forms, namely, contributions to 
J_/ For those companies engaged in approved industrial undertakings. 
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provident"-funds and life insurance-policies, continued-, (until 1954-
55) to be tax exempt to the maximum extent of savings of Rs.6,000 
or one-sixth of income, whichever, was lower. In 1954-55, the exem-
ption limit for these savings was pushed to the level of 20 percent 
of• income or Rs.&,000, whichever was lower. Until 1959-60, savings 
in these particular forms received exemption from only the normal 
income tax', but not from the super tax. 
In 1959-60, the exemption for personal investment in Govern-
ment Securities and Post Office Savings Certificates was extended to 
all tax payers. Savings of all kinds eligible for tax exemption 
became subject to an aggregate tax-exempt limit of 20 percent of 
total income or Rs.8,000 whichever was lower. Furthermore, exempt 
savings began to be treated as deductions from income. In 1960-61, 
the absolute limt was raised to Rs.12,000 while the same 
percentage limit was maintained, In 1961-62, the percentage limit 
was raised to thirty percent. However, the additional ten percent 
of income now eligible for exemption could be.utilized for exemption 
purposes only by investing in life insurance. In 1963-64,, more 
areas of personal investment were included in the tax-exempt category 
The present exemption procedure for personal savings embodies further 
changes which were introduced by the 1965-66 budget. 
6.2.6 Children's Education Allowance. Tax-payers'with incomes 
below Rs.25,000 began to receive a tax rebate from 1956-57, and an 
income deduction from 1959-60, for their children's educational 
expenses. The portion of income entitled to the rebate or deduc-
tion was limited to Rs.200 of the educational expenses per child, 
subject to a maximum of Rs.600. In 1963-64, the amount of the exempt 
income for this purpose was increased to Rs.300 per child up to a 
maximum of Rs.900. The present procedure, as adopted by the 1964-65 
budget, allows the maximum deduction of Rs.900, irrespective of the 
number of. children. 
6.2.7 Special Allowances. The special limited exemptions relating 
to entertainment and conveyance allowances and free housing accomo-
dation, which are allowed at present, were introduced in 1961-62. 
Until 1961-62, all. perquisites, in cash were included in taxable: 
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income, and those in kind except free housing accomodation were ex-
cluded from taxable income. However, most of the freely-provided 
services have continued to remain tax-exempt in the same manner. 
6.2.8 Exemption for Dividend Income. Unitl 1960-61, full credit 
was provided to dividend recipients for the normal income but not 
the super tax, paid at the corporate level. The individual taxpayer 
was liable to pay tax, both normal income tax and super tax before 
1959-60, on his dividend income at the rate applying to his total 
income. However, for the purpose of calculating the individual's 
tax liability, his dividend income included the normal income tax 
already paid by the corporation on his share of the dividend. In 
1960-61, the tax credit system was replaced by a system of limited 
dividend exclusion whereby the shareholders could get dividend income 
up to Rs.1,000 deducted from total income. In 1962-63, the deduc-
tion was increased to Rs.1,000 plus 20 percent of the remaining divi-
dend income. The following year, the percentage provision was with-
drawn and the dividend exclusion was fixed at Rs*2,000. The exemp-
tion limit was raised to the present figure of Rs.3,000 by the 1965-
66 budget. It should be noted that whenever dividends have been 
exempt from either normal income tax or super tax at the corporate 
level, they have been similarly exempt at the personal level also. 
6.2.9 Exemptions to Property Owners. Legal income from owneroccupied 
houses has throughout been deemed not to exceed 10 percent of the tr 
total income of a house-owner and as such income from his occupied 
houses, which is actually in excess of 10 percent of his total income, 
has always gone tax-exempt. From the legally recognized income from 
owner-occupied houses, a further sum has been exempted since 1959-
60. The exempted sum allowed as a deduction from total income was 
Rs.2,400. In 1962-63, the sum was increased to Rs.4,o00, but from 
this time on, the amount deductible was gross, not net, annual let-
ting value of owner-occupied houses. There was no exemption in the 
case of income from let-out houses except for income from newly 
constructed houses. 
In the case of newly constructed houses, income from buil-
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dings constructed during the period April 1946 through March 1948 
enjoyed complete tax exemption for two years after the completion 
of the construction. The two-year tax holiday was provided again 
to income from buildings constructed after March 1951. In the case 
of buildings erected in the period April 1957 through June 1961, the 
tax holiday was, however, confined to small buildings withian annual 
letting value of not more than Rs.3,000. For constructions comple-
ted after June 1961, the tax holiday period was increased to three 
years and the scope of the exemption was widened to buildings with 
annual letting value up to Rs.6,000. The tax holiday period was 
further increased to five years in 1965-66. 
6.2.10 Exempt ions to Foreign Technicians. Foreign technicians 
employed in specified industries have enjoyed complete income tax 
exemption fjr the first two years of their employment since 1956-57-
Foreign teachers began to receive the same tax advantage beginning 
in 1960-61. The tax holiday p riod continued to be two years for 
the foreign teachers, whereas it was raised to three years in 
1964-65 in the case of foreign technicians. 
6.2.11 Rates of Personal Income Tax. As already noted, before 
1959-60 personal incomes were assessed according to two separate 
schedules of tax rates following from two kinds of income tax im-
position, a normal income tax and a super tax. In 1959-60, the dual 
basis of income tax assessment was replaced by a single rate struc-
ture. The slab system under which marginal tax rates are applied 
to slabs of income has been maintained since pre-independence time. 
In order to see how personal income tax rates have changed histori-
cally, the ra+ i schedules of 1947-48 and later years have been rela- • 
ted to comparable slabs of taxable income, and the results are re-
corded in Table 5. For the earlier years (before 1959-60) the nor- 1 
mal income tax and super tax rates were combined into integrated rate V. 
schedules. Before one may draw any conclusions about the historical 
behaviour of the tax rates, it should be noted that the concept of 
taxable income adopted for rate purposes was radically different in 




6.3. Taxation of Corporation Income 
6.3.1. Legal Definitions of Taxable Entities. Before 
1955-56, foreign companies or associations of persons could 
remain excluded from group of legally recognized "companies" 
for tax purposes. From 1955-56 on, any foreign association 1/ 
which Was declared by the Central Board of Revenue to be a 
company became a company for income tax purposes. In 1956-57, 
provincial governments were made liable to income tax as 
companies with respect to incomes the earning of which was not 
confined to their territorial jurisidictions. From 1957-58 
on, corporate bodies formed in pursuance of Acts of Parliament 
also began to be treated as companies. 
Important changes took place in the legal definition 
of public, as distinguished from private, companies. Until 
"April 1950, a company Could call itself a public company if 
its shares ;carryin,; not'less than 25 per cent of the total 
voting strength were alloted to the public. From April 1950, 
companies could become recognized as public companies only by 
distributing their shares to the public which represented more 
than 50 per cent"'of the voting power. The present definition 
of public companies, as "adopted in 1963-64, further requires 
that more than 50 per cent of the voting power should be contro-
lled by not less than 20 persons (shareholders) exclusive of 
specified relatives. 
6.3-2. Exemption for Charity. Beginning in 1952-53' 
when recognized charitable spendings first became eligible for 
a limited tax exemption, companies, like individuals, began 
to receive such an exemption. Out of the numerous exemptions 
available to.individuals, the exemption for charity was the 
only one common to both individuals and companies. In the 
JJ The Central Board, of Re&enue is the highest 
-' • authority'on matters of central government 
''•vi taxation in Pakistan. 
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case of companies, . however, the tax exemption for charity was 
available only for the normal income tax, not for the super 
tax. Until 1961-62, the tax-exempt income for charity was 
upto a maximum of 5 per cent of the company's total income. 
The tax-exempt limit for charity was raised to 10 per cent 
of income in 1961-62 and raised again to the present 20 per 
cent in 1965-66. 
6,3.3. Exemption for Industry. Before the major tax 
concession in the form of a tax holiday to new industrial 
enterprises was introduced in 1959-60, profits from new en-
terprises in approved lines of industry enjoyed a limited 
exemption. A portion of an enterprise's income equivalent to 
5 per cent of the capital cost was exempted from both income 
tax and super tax for a period of five years, beginning from 
the time commercial production commenced in the enterprise. 
The concession was granted initially to enterprises employing 
more than fifty persons and using mechanical power. In 1955-56 
the concession was extended to smaller units in special lines 
of industry, which either employed ten or more persons and 
used power, or employed twenty or more persons and did not use 
power. Manufacturing industry was the main beneficiary of 
this extended concession. 
to 
The above limited exemption ceased to apply/industries 
which were established after March 1958, .A new tax holiday 
concession came into effect for industrial enterprises which 
began to be established after March 1959. The period of the 
tax holiday was set at two years beginning from the time of 
commercial production. The enterprises eligible for the tax 
hqliday were those which used mainly .domestic raw materials, 
reinvested (in the same enterprises) at•least 60 per cent 
of their profits, and had a minimum paid-up capital of 
Rs. 200,000. Beginning in 1960-61, the tax holiday period 
was increased to six years for East Pakistan and. some backward 
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regi©a© ei1 West Pakistan, aad to. £©ur y&are for the rest of 
West Pakistan. The condition that an industry seeking a tax 
holiday must use mainly or'entirely domestic raw materials 
was relaxed in special cases. Moreoverj it was no longer 
necessary to reinvest in the same enterprise to take advantage' 
of the holiday provision; it was necessary, however, to re-
invest in lines of industry approved by the Government. 
In 1961-62, the whole country \?as, for purposes of the.1 
tax holiday, divided into three geographic areas as previous-
ly noted under description of the present system. Correspon-
ding to these areas, tax holidays of the duration of four, 
six and eight years began to be allowed. The minimum limit 
of share capital of a corporate enterprise, required for the 
tax holiday privilege, was reduced from Rs.200,000 to 
Rs.50'r000. Mining enterprises were given the option to 
receive the benefits of the tax holiday provision in lieu 
of the five-year limited exemption of profits, whereby the 
portion of profit equivalent to 5 per cent of the capital 
cost was exempted. The present set of tax holiday periods, 
namely, two, four and six years, corresponding to the same 
geographic areas, began applying to industrial units which 
were initiated after June 1964. In 1964-65, the condition 
relating to the use of raw materials was further relaxed. 
6.3.4 Rebates of Super Tax. (1) Rebate to Small 
Companies. Small companies with income below Rs.25,000 per 
annum received a more favourable tax treatment beginning 
from 1957-58, when super tax rates were raised for the 
bigger companies. The extent of the implicit rebate to the 1/ 
smaller companies was one anna in the rupee or 6.25 per cent. 
In 1959-60, an explicit rebate of 5 per cent was substituted 
for the implicit rebate. At the same time the rebate was 
extended to companies having income upto Rs, 200,000. How-
]_/ For meaning of "a rebate of 'certain' percent" 
See. infra, 4-3 .3 . 
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ever, during the following three years (1960-63), smaller 
companies did not receive any special rebate. The rebate 
of 5 per cent was reintroduced in 1963-64 and its availability 
was restricted to incorporated firms having income upto 
Rs. 25,000. In 1964-65, the rebate was extended to industrial 
firms with income upto Rs.50,000, while for the non-industrial 
firms the criterion remained Rs.25,000. The income limits 
for the rebate were doubled for both categories by the 
1965-66 budget. 
(2) Rebate to Public Companies. In 1950-51, a tax 
distinction was introduced between public and private compa-
nies in the case of foreign companies only. Public companies 
were taxed at a rate lower by a rate of 6.25 per cent than 
private companies. The same distinction was extended to do-
mestic companies in 1958-59, The distinction was withdrawn 
in 1959-60 for all companies, but reintroduced in 1963-64 
when the special rebate for public companies was fixed at 5 
per cent. The concession was doubled by the 1965-66 budget. 
(3) Rebate to Companies declaring Dividends in Pakistan. 
Beginning in 1950-51, a rebate was provided to companies which 
made effective arrangements for the declaration of their 
dividends in Pakistan; the rebate amounted to two annas in the . 
rupee or 12.5 percent. In 1958-59, the rebate rate was re-
duced to 6.25 percent. It was reduced again, to 5 percent, 
the following year. With effect from July 1960, the rebate 
was raised to 10 per cent which has been effective till 
at present. 
(4) Rebate to Retained Profits. During the early years, 
1947-48 through 1954-55, an implicit rebate was given to the 
retained profits of companies. An additional super tax at 
progressive rates was levied on distributed profits which 
exceeded 30 percent of total profits and at the same time 
exceeded an amount equivalent to 5 per cent of the capital 
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of the company. The additional super tax applied -only to do-
mestic public companies. The rates of this additional super 
tax were: three annas in the rupee or 18.75 percent when dis-
tributed profit exceeded 30 percent but were not more than 40 
percent of the total income; 31,25 percent when distributed 
income exceeded 40 percent, but did not exceed 50 percent of 
the total income; and 43.75 percent when distributed income 
exceeded 50 per cent. In 1955-56, this system of implicit 
rebate to retained profits was replaced by an explicit rebate 
of 6.25 percent (flat rate). The rebate was withdrawn in 1959-60 
and since then.no rebate has existed, for retained profits, 
(5) Rebate to Selected Industrial Companies. A special 
tax exemption was temporarily available for a certain group of 
industrial enterprises which were not eligible to receive the 
tax holiday benefit. A tax distinction was created in 1959-60 
between companies which set up industrial enterprises after 
independence and all other companies. A rebate of 5 percent 
was granted to the former group of companies on income from 
-post-independence industrial concerns. This tax distinction 
remained in operation for four years and it was withdrawn in 
July 1963v 
6.3,5 Special Concessions to Mining Industries. Begina-
ing in 1961-62, new mining enterprises became entitled to the 
tax holiday privileges; until then they had a limited tax exem-
ption for five years which was an exemption of income equivalent 
to.5 percent of capital. The presently available depletion allo-
wance of 15 percent for non-tax-holiday industries was intro-
duced in 1962-63. An additional rebate of 10 percent was 
introduced in 1964-65. 
6.3.6. Compulsory'Dividend Declaration Requirement for 
Private Companies. There is a provision of the income tax law 
the enforcement of which requires private companies, as defined 
earlier, to distribute at least sixty percent of their after-
tax incomes as'dividends. When a private company fails to 
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distribute upto the sixty-percent requirement, the income tax 
authority will assess the shareholders according to the presump-
tion that the company's undistributed profits also have been 
distributed to them. The sixty-percent requirements. is:.replaced 
by a hundred-percent requirement when the company's accumulated 
reserves of "undistributed profits exceed the paid-up capital 
including either the loan capital (being the property of the 
shareholders) or the actual cost of the company's fixed assets, 
whichever of these is greater. 
This provision is applied as a measure to discourage 
the tendency, of tax-avoidance on the part of shareholders of 
private companies. It has remained in force from 1947-48 through 
1958-59. However, as its application was a hindrance to reinvest-
ment as well, beginning in 1958-59, the provision ceased to apply 
to private companies with respect to their industrial enterprises 
• » . 
established after independence and which reinvested their undis-
tributed profits in the same enterprises. During the two years, 
1959-60 and 1960-61, the application of the provision was sus-
pended for all private companies. Beginning in 1961-62, the || 
provision was enforced again. I|y a.-recent post-budget (late 
196'5) declaration, the Government has decided to keep the appli-
1 1 •' . cation of the provision in abeyance for the Third Five Year Plan ' • 1 1 .1 
period which ends on June 30, 1J970. 1 j 
6.3.7 Rates of Corporation Income Tax. The various rates 
of normal income tax and super tax which have been in force since 
1947-48 are given in Table 6 below. The rates mentioned here 
are those which would have become effective if no rebates had 
TABLE 6 j 
RATES OF CORPORATION INCOME TAX ! (Psi?c0nt) 
51947-48 } 1950-51! fi 1957-58 5 5 1960-61 
• 5 • and j • to 1 and J 1959-60 j to 
: {1949-50I 1956-57 i 1958-59 8 t 1965-66 
"Income tax" 31.25 31.25 31.25 30.00 30.00 
Super Tax 12.50 25.00 31.25 35.00 30.00 , 
Total 43.75 56.25 62.50 65.00 60.00 
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been available. The bonus shares of companies became taxable 
in 1958-59 at a rate of 12,5 percent. latercorporate dividend 
income became assessable at a reduced rate of 15 to 20 percent 
in 1959-60. 
6.4. Special Tax Treatment Areas 
Registered partnerships, local authorites and oo-ope-
ratives have been assessed in special.ways. Registered part-
nerships became subject to a super cax levy in 1955-56. No nor-
mal income tax was levied on registered firms as suchjthe normal 
tax was payable by the partners as part of their individual 
incomes. The super tax levied on registered firms was a gra-
duated tax. The super tax rates which were in force after 
1955-56-are tabulated in Table 7. Except for 1958-59 when the 
basis of assessment was quite different from that in other years 
the rates were arranged according to common slabs of income. 
Local government authorities have all along been subject to 
normal income tax at the rate applicable for corporations and 
in addition they have been subject to a super tax at a conce-
ssional rate of 12.5 percent. Until 1960-61, co-operatives 
were assessed at personal income tax rates, and in addition 
they were subject to a super tax at the rate of 12.5 per cent 
with the first Rs.25,000 of their income exempted. In 1960-61, 
co-operatives were given the option of being taxed -at the rates 
applicable to companies or at personal rates, whichever treat-
ment was more beneficial to them. Co-operatives engaged in 
cottage industries or established for providing agricultural 
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